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Abstract
The simulation of a specific data acquisition (DAQ)
system architecture for a proposed high resolution Positron
Emission Tomography ('PET) scanner is discussed. Stochastic
processes are used extensively to model PET scanner signal
timing and probable DAQ circuit limitations. Certain
architectural parameters, along with stochastic parmneters, are
varied to quantitatively study the resulting output under
various conditions. The inclusion of the DAQ in the model
represents a novel method of more complete simulations of
tomograph designs, and could prove to be of pivotal
importance in the optimization of such designs.

time coincidence of events from bank n with events only from
banks n+30 through n+70. Of the resulting 4100 possible
coincident pairs, 2050 pairs are unique and are represented by
the shaded area marked "A" in Figure (2).
2400det_
100banks

24detectors/bank
4 rings
600detectors/ring

Fig. 1 - PET Scanner Bank Structure and Field of View
I. INTRODUCTION
The DAQ system under study was designed for possible
use with a proposed PET scanner for the University of
Chicago, Design of the scanner and DAQ is presently on hold
due to funding uncertainties and the desire to explore recent
technological developments. This paper will focus only on the
simulation of the primary DAQ system architecture. Although
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several other aspects of the DAQ system including control,
diagnostics, attenuation scan filtering, and accidental rate
measurements were briefly considered, none of them will be
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addressed in this paper.
Soon after the DAQ architecture was proposed, it became
apparent that due to the inherent stochastic processes, a
simulation was needed to study its behavior. The simulation is
written using the high level Verilog hardware descriptive
language using mostly behavioral models rather than structural
constructs. This enables easy modifications to DAQ
characteristics within the context of probable hardware
limitations without the restraint of dealing with a specific
hardware configuration. However, the ultimate goal of the
design process is to replace these behavioral models with
models of "real" parts in order to migrate toward pc board
d.r,sign and simulation in a Cadence CAE environment,

Fig. 2 - Bank Pair Combinations

II. SCANNER

CHARACTERISTICS

Figure (1) shows the geometry of the proposed scanner
which has 2400 detectors that are arranged in 4 rings of 600
each. The detectors are divided into 100 banks around the
scanner each containing 24 detectors. The scanner's field of
view (fov) is limited, as shown in Figure (1), by searching for
• Worksupport_l bythe UnitedStates Departmentof Energy
undvroontraotNo. DE-AC02-76CHO3000.
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III, THE DAQ ARCHITECTURE
The DAQ system consists of 100 front-end modules (fe_0
to fe..99)•that correspond to the 100 banks. Each front end
module outputs a sla'obepulse, ds[n], which is carefully timed
to the event, and a 5 bit detector address, dda_n, that identifies
which of the 24 detectors in the bank detected the event. Figure
(3) is a block diagram of the DAQ simulation structure but to a
certain extent, it parallels the DAQ system architecture. The
front.end in Figure (3) is shown as a single module driving
100 instances of a module called sbuf. The sbuf module is a
part of the simulation only for the purpose of introducing
timing skews and jitter to sin] and dan. Its outputs, ds[n] and
dda..r',,simulate the actual outputs that would be expected from
a real front ena module. Each of the 100 bank circuits,
identified as bank_n, receives ds[n] and dda_n from its
corresponding front end mod_de plus 41 other strobe pulses,
ds[n+30:n+70], from the other front end modules. This
requires each strobe pulse to be fanned out to 42 bank circuits.
Accurate timing distribution of the strobe pulses is by no
means trivial and is a problem addressed in the simulation.

Each bank circuit detects coincidence between ds[n] and any
other strobe pulse in the range of ds[n+30] to ds[n+70]. As a
result, 4100 bank pair combinations are compared throughout
the DAQ and are represented by the areas "A" plus "B" m
Figure (2) where every pair in "A" a has complementary pair
in "B". Upon detecting a coincidence in bank n, a busy_n
signal is produced but it is unknown as to which of the 41 other
possible banks that bank_n is coincident with. That
information is determined when another bank circt,it, having
bank_n in its field of view, detects a coincidence and produces
a second busy signal. Further processing continues when two
appropriate busy signals are generated near simultaneously
(tb-'3 ns),
The 103 bank circuits are split into four groups (a-d) in
which the bank circuit outputs have a common 12bit data bus
and a common busy line. Although the number of groups has a
practical limit, the only functional limitation is that a group
does not contain any banks that are within each other's field of
view. When a bank circuit detects a coincidence, it produces a
fixed-width (tbusy,,,20 ns) busy pulse. This pulse is output to
the group's busy line and is promptly received by all other
bank circuits in the group within a maximum time called ta
(,,,2.5 ns). If the group's busy line is not being asserted by
another bank at the time a coincidence is detected, the bank

IV. SIMULATION

A. General

j_

Description

The simulation is composed of Seven Verilog modules and
is represented graphically in Figure (3). Previously simulated
PET data files are input to the front_end module which
determines timing as to the interval between events and
outputs the strobe pulse (sin]) mad the detector address data
(da_n) for all banks. One-hundred instances of the module
sbuf, corresponding to the 100 banks, introduce timing jitter
and skew to each s[n] pulse and da_.n data passing through tt.
The one-hundred instances of the module, called bank_ckt,
select the appropriate set of strobe pulses and detector address
data. Another two modules, c_led coinc_oran and monitor, are
located within bank_ckt. Upon detecting a suitable
coincidence, the bank_ckt modules output group busy and data
information to a module called comp_int. The comp_int
modtde determines and produces the output data from this
information. Although data for the analysis of the architecture,
which is discussed later, is obtained from within the
simulation, the comp_int module also generates a data_xy
output file for additional analysis outside of the simulation.

bank address that corresponds to the bank circuit identifier (0circuit
a 12
bit dataaddress
word. This
wordfrom
consists
of a 7end.
bit
99) andoutputs
the 5 bit
detector
received
the front
When a second coincidence occurs within tbusy and in any
bank circuit of the same group, the data from the second
coincidence is not output and thus rejected, However, the
group busy line is then extended for an additional tbusy time. If
the coincidence occurred within the time t_ before the second
bank received the busy signal, data from the second bank
would also be output to the group's data bus thus corrupting it
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bank circuit data and forms a 24 bit word that is output to a
histogramrmng computer. The busy signals from each group
are OR-ed together to produce a signal called busy_sum. After
a delay (tb,,,3ns) from the leading edge of busy_sum, the status
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of all four
busy
signalsofare
become which
the input
lookup
table.
Outputs
thelatched
lookupand
determine
twotoofa
the four group data buses form the output word, If other than
two busy signals are latched, no data will be passed and the
event will be rejected. If tb is either too small or too large, the
amount of data rejected will be more than necessary and the
output rate will be reduced.
The width of the busy pulse is set to be longer than the
r.'tirtimumprocessing time of the input data acceptance logic m
the computer interface module. As long as any of the group
busy signals are asserted, busy_sum remains asserted which
prevents further data transfers Hence, the width of the busy
pulse, tbusy, plus the decision time, t0, determines the
rmnimum time between successive output events and therefore
the maximum throughput ratc.
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Fig. 3 - Block Diagram of Simulation Modules
B. Input Data Generation
True+scatter coincidences and singles event data were
generated by Monte Carlo simulation of the given PET
geometry for an activity of 1.5 mCi in a cylindrical phantom
(20 cm in diameter and 13.2 cm long) and a threshold energy
of 350 keV. The simulation has no time information. The
expected average rates for true, scattered, and singles events

'_

were calculated analytically [I] [2] resultie.g in:

P (t > t_)=exp(-rt 1)

Rtrue+s_t= Rt = 25.38 kHz

(1)

Rstnsle,= R, = 656.79 kHz
(2)
The restdting data from the simulation is placed in two
files. One file contains singles event bank tend detector
addresses, and the other file contains pairs of batik a_-',d
detector
addresses for true+scattered events,
C. Petdaq

.

Pet_daq is the top level module and provides the
mechanism to interconnect the front end module, 100
instances of sbuf, 1(30instances of bank_ckt, and the comp_int
module. It also provides the mechanism to implement the
number of groups, Although the number of groups could be
varied, the study under consideration is limited to four groups
orfly.All parameters and random variable seeds are established
in pet_daq and used as global variables in respective modules,
Table (1) contains a listing of these parameters along with a
brief description. The significance of these parameters will be
discussed later,
Detsrminato Valtmt(ns)
Param6t_r_t _
la_._ _
M_oa___
ttru_sys
tsing_sys

39.401 39.401
1.563 1.563

average tru+s_;_tt intnrval
average singlu intsrvd

s..jitter_sd
re_skew

2,5
1.0

0.0
0.0

strobe pulse, nns s[n] jitter sbuf
front end strobe pulse skew sbuf

coinc_skew

1.3

0.0

coincidence logic skew

coin¢_or_

coinc_min_width

0.1
0.0

sin. coincident
overlap
bankcircuitlogic skew

coinc_ortn

bank_ckt_skew

2.0
1.0

t,In(16terrninate

2.5

1.0

group busy del-y

benk_ckt

_!
ms_time
tb

14.0 12.0
3.0 3.0

ruolvln$tim,,
front_end
e,oin¢identa¢cepumm
time etm_p_int

20.0

buly pulse width

tbumy

20.0

front_end
front =end

bsnk_ckt

b_tk_ckt

Table (1)- Simulation Parameters

D. Front end
-

The front, end module reads the singles data file and the
true+scatter data file to generate event input data for the
simulation. Two statistically independent timing getterators,
called tru gen and sing_gen, are used to generate timing
intervals between successive true+scattered and single events,
respectively. Assuming that event timing is a Poisson process,
the first-order interarrival time, t l, is an exponential random
variable with the probability ctensity function [3] [4] [5]
fti (t)= r exp (-rt)
(3)
where
r = the average event rate in eventstsec,
t i = a continuous random variable defined as the
interval of time between successive events.
To find the probability that the interval is t > t t, we mtegrate Eq
(3) from t I to infinity and obtain

(4)

Solving (,_ t1, we obtain
tt = "(l/r) In (P)
where 0 < P < 1
(5)
Successive timing intervals, t t, in the range of 0 to infinity
are obtai,ed by using Eq (5) after generating a uniforln random
number in the range of 0 to 1 fot P. Equations (1) and (2) are
used to obtain r for tru_gen and sing_gen, respectively, As
expected, the average interval obtained from this process was
tlavg= l/r
(6)
Each event is generated in such a marumr that the interval
between successive events of the same type can occur at
intervals as sn_all as 1 ns, However, the smallest interval
between events involving the same bank is determined by the
width of the strobe pulse which is set by the resolving time
paranteter called res time. Whereas the ideal resolving time
for the scanner is estimated at 12 ns, the typic_ value used in
the simulation is 14 ns to compensate for the minimum
detectable strobe pulse overlap, comc_min width. As each
true+scattered event pair is generated, it is checked to
determine if the banks involved are within each others field of
view. If so, the event data is placed into a queue called
tru_fov_que. The contents of this queue are checked to
determine peffommnce characteristics of the DAQ each time
the comp_int module outputs data.

E, Sbuf
Each of the 100 instances oi" the sbuf module selectz the
corresponding strobe pulse and detector address data as inputs.
A fixed delay for e_ch instance, having a range determined by
a uniform randomvalue between 0 and fe_skew, is applied to
both the strobe pulse and da data. The parameter fe_skew is
meant to represent the timing differences among banks in the
generation and distribution of the critically timed strobe pulses
and is estimated to have a typical value of 1.0 ns. In addition,
every strobe pulse and da data passing through the module is
randomly jittered on a pulse by pulse basis ustng a nornlal
distribution that has a standard deviation called s.,jitter sd The
purpose of this parameter is to characterize the bank timing
differences between the two true+scattered event components
With the jitter of each component, S..litter_sd = 2.5 ns, the
resulting _msjitter between the two components is 3.5 ns,
Since some bank circuits have a field of view that includes
the boundary between 0 and 99, duplicate outputs of each
strobe
pulse
produced
order forversions
Veri!ogof
to the
handle
the
boundary.
Forare
n<39,
the twoin identical
delayed
strobe pulse, produced by sbuf, are tdentified as ds[n] and
ds[n+100]. For n_39, the two outputs are simply identified as
ds[n]. The delayed da data is identified as dda_n.
F. Bank_ckt
Each of the tOOinstances of the bank_ckt module selects
its own strobe pulse and detector address data, ds[ni and

dda_n, respectively, It also selects the range of 41 other strobe
pulses, namely ds[n+30:n+70], which correspond to the
columns of Figure (2). Two modules, called coinc_oran and
monitor, are contained inside the bank_ckt module,
Coinc_oran represents the coincidence logic and produ_:es a
variable width pulse, called cout, that is equal to the overlap of
ds[n] and any of the strobe pulses in the range ds[n+30:n+70],
The monitor is not part of the data acquisition path but is rather
used to facilitate computing DAQ output statistics.
Upon sensing the leading edge of cout, a busy pulse is
generated after a fixed delay.for each bank_ckt instance. This
fixed delay has a uniform random value between 0 and
bnk_ckt skew. The parameter bnk_ckt_skew represents the
maximum difference among banks in processing time and is
estimated to have a typical value of 1,0 ns. The width of the
busy pulse generated is dependent upon the required minimum
processing time of each event, In the simulation, this width is
controlled by a parameter called tbusy and has a typical value
of 20 ns, The busy pulse is output to the busy line of the group
in which the bank_ckt is associated, Coincidences that occur in
the same group and are detected while the group's busy line is
being asserted, will extend the group's busy signal to the
comp_int module.
Each bank_ckt also inputs the group busy line, and if it is
not being asserted at the time a given bank_ckt detects a
coincidence, the bank_ckt outputs 12 bits of coincidence data
onto the group's data bus. The output data is composed of the
bank address, ha_n, and the detector address dda..n. Ba_n is
passed to the bank_ckt instance as a Verilog "parameter" and
the dda..n is input to the bank_ckt from the corresponding
sbuf_n instance. There is a delay (tO from the time a batik
circuit asserts busy to the time that all other bank circuits in the
group receive it. Therefore, data from more than one bank
circuit can be placed on the bus causing erroneous data to be
input to the comp_int module. Because of the bit wise wire-OR
nature of the bus, the erroneous data will not be random but
will rather be biased to higher numbers. This busy delay is
characterized by a parameter, called ta, madis assumed to have
a typical value of 2,5 m. In real situations, this delay would be
dependent on the physical proximity of various banks in a
group. In the simulation, however, ta is constant for all
bank_ckts in a group,
G. Coinc..oran
The coinc_oran module is located within each bank_ckt
instance and has the same strobe pulse inputs as the bank_ckt
instance. It is composed of Verilog primitive gates which
perform the function
cout= ds[n] • (ds[n+30] + ds[n+31] +... + ds[n+70]) (7)
Because the width of tout can be very narrow, a parameter
called coinc_min_width is used to establish the minimum
pulse width for tout. If cout's pulse width is less than
coinc_min_width, then no output will be produe.ed,
There is a fixed delay associated with each strobe pulse
input to coinc_oran and has its range determined for each input

by a tmiform random value between 0 and the parameter called
coinc_skew. This parameter is meant to represent propagation
&lay differences from various inputs to cout plus strobe pulse
distribution differences, Coinc_skew is estimated to have a
typical value of 1.3 ns which is based on its intended
implementation in ECL programmable logic devices.
H. Monitor
The monitor module is located within each bank_ckt
instance and its purpose is to determine all true+scattered and
accidental coincidences within the DAQ's field of view, It ,also
contains logic similar to the coinc_oran module but has no
internal skewit,.g. A variable, called ba_con (bank
coincidence.s), is incremented for every coincidence detected
and is passed up to pet daq. It is summed for all banks in
pet_daq and becomes a variable called tot_con (total
coincidences). Besides counting each coincidence, monito'
places the ba and da data for each coincidence in a queue,
called tot_con_que, for later analysis in the comp_int module.
i, Comp_int
The comp_int module receives the busy line and data bus
from each group, The four busy lines are OR-ed together
within comp_int to produce the busy_sire1 signal. After a
delay, which is started at the leading edge of busy_sum and is
determined by a parameter called tb, the busy lines are latched
and input to a lookup table, This table is programmed to reject
all events in which the number of busy signals latched is not
equal to two. When an event is accepted, the lookup table
outputs determine which two of the group data buses will form
the data_.xy output. If h, is either too small or too large, the
amount of data rejected will be more than necessary.
Several characteristics of the architecture, such as the
number of busy signals and how they are detected, are
recorded within comp_int for the purposes of trying to
understand the effects of changes in the system parameters. To
measure DAQ performance, the data..xy output word is
compared to the contents of both the tru_fov que and
tot_con_que. Performance is then determined by categorizing
the events as shown in Figure (4), The entire box represents the
total number of coincident events (tot_con) in the DAQ's field
of view that are input to all the bank circuits: These include all
true+scattered events and all accidental events in the field of
view that are formed by two trues, two singles, or a true plus a
single. The top three sections of the box represent all the events
that are output and the bottom section represents those events
that are rejected. The unbiased true+scattered events,
represented by the first output section, are the only desirable
PET events. The second output section represents the unbiased
accidental events which are inherent to PET data. Finally, the
third output section represents those biased true+scatted and
accidental events that are altered by the DAQ. These events are
biased such that the bank addresses and detector address are
skewed toward lar_er numbers. This last category is the most
troublesome to PET data analysis.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation paranleters described in Table (1) and
ttu'oughout this paper a.re divided into determinate and
indeterminate groups, Values selected for the detemfinate
group are based on an estimate of probable circuit properties
and remain fixed for the simulation condition indicated. The
indeterminate parameters are considered control parameters
and are varied one at a time, Typical values for these
parameters were selected as a best guess. Simulation times for
all runs were fixed at 1.0 sec.
A. Ideal vs Typical
Values indicated in Table (1) for determinate parameters in

3°,°°°t
2s,ooo.].

27,264 98.5%
27,292
fortotal
theoutputeventI
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in Table
(2).
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Figure (5) is a plot of the generation of various types of
events as a function of resolving time. The number of tmbiased
accidental output events (ac_out) increases linearly with a
slope of 168events/ns as predicted by F.,q(8) and intersects the
res_time axis at 2 ns due the value of coinc_min_width, The
ntmlber of unbiased true+scattered output events (tru out)
increases sharply at low res_time, peaks at 15 ns, and then
slowly decreases (-9.5 events/m), Biased output events
(biased_out) increase slightly with res_tm_e at a slope of 4
events/re. Unbiased true+scattered output events, which
represent the real PET data, increase as a percentage of total
output at lower resolving times, Hence, the optimum resolving
time is the lowest possible resolving time for whch rejections
are at an acceptable level, ReJected events reach a n_inimum
(859 events, 3.05%) at a resolving time of 14 ns.
events

the ideal case were selected to reveal the best possible results
that could be obtained for this architecture. Results obtained
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:'igure
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additional
accidental
coincidences
are Bothunbiased
true+scattered
(tru_out)
andaccidental
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generated
in the typical
case.The pure (single-single)
events
increase
sharply
witht_atvalues
oftb< 2 ns,peakat2
accidental rate is calculated [6] from
ns, then slowly decrease at nearly the smue rates of -4.6 events/
R_ = 2x R_2
where

(8)

R_ = singles rate (656.79 kl-lz)
•_= resolving time
and predicts an additional 336 events. The other 132 accidental
events are due to singles being coincident with tree events and
other accidental events,

ns and -3.2 events/ns, respectively. Since the number of biased
output events (biascd_out) remaim constant at 82 (0.30%) for
tb > 2 ns, the ratio of tru_outl(ac_out + biased_out), which
represents the signal/noise ratio, increases slightly from 11.67
at 2 ns to 11,83 at 8 ns, Hence, tb should be > 2 ns but small
enough to maintain adequate throughput rate.
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Fig. 6 - Coincident Event Generation vs tb

Optimization of tbusy

As with tt,, the variation of tbusy does not effect total
coincident events generated (tot_con), Event output varies only
slightly as a function of tbmy from the typical values in Table
(2). Rejected events increase at a rate of 0,7 events/ns and are
distributed proportionally over true+scattered, accidentals, and
biased output events, The percentage of total coincident events
rejected is 3,04% at tbusy = 10 ns, but increases linearly to
only 5,10% at the extreme value of tbusy = 800 ns, Since
decreasing tbusy does not improve performance significantly,
efforts to increase computer interface processing speeds would
not significantly improve DAQperformance.
E. Rate Effects
Table (3) shows the effect of changing the singles input
rate (R,) and the true+scattered input rate (P-t)by :k 50% of the
typical rates indicated in F,q (1) and Eq (2) while all other
parameters retain their typical values, Corresponding output
characteristics of the typical case are found in Tabl,.,, (2).
Whereas the :1:50% rate variation was chosen to show near
typical rate effects, the actual PET rates are expected to be as
highasfive times the typical rate in some cases,
From Eq (8), the2generation of the unbiased accidental
events increases as Rs , whereas the. unbiased true+scattered
events increase linearly with Rt, As expected, the percentage of
output events that are unbiased true+scattered events decreases
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Table (3)- Variation Due to Changes in Input Rates

from94,6%forthelowrate
(-50%)to83,7%forthehighrate
(+50%), thus decreasing the signal/noise ratio. This difference
of 8.9% iSdue mostly to the increase of the unbiased accidental
outputs. Changing the input rates has little effect on the
percentage of the biased outputs since it only increases from
0,18% for the low rate to 0,59% for the high rate, The
percentage of rejected events increases from 1,96% for the low
rate to 6,02% for the high rate.

VI. CONCLUSION
The underlying theme obtained
from the results of the
simulation indicate that the effect of changing various
paranleters on the performance of the DAQ are not critical.
Additionally, the comparison of the performance obtained
under ideal conditions vs typical conditions reveals the
architecture's fundamental performance limitations, The
simulation allows the perfonname of the architecture to be
characterized quantitatively in terms of the percentage of
unwanted events in the output and the percentage of rejected
events under varying conditions, However, it is unclear how
these percentages affects ultimate PET analysis, Further
studies would require analysis of the data_xy output file
produced by the simulation,
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Abstract

time coincidenceof eventsfrom bank_nwith eventsonly from
banks n+30 through n+70. Of the re_ulting 4100 possible
The simulation of a specific data acquisition (DAO.) coincidentpairs, 2050pairs areuniqueand are represented by
system architecture for a proposed high resolution Positron the shadedarea marked"A" in Figure(2).
EmissionTomography(PET)scanner is discuss_. Stochastic
processes
areused extensively
tomodelPET scanner
signal
timing and probable DAQ circuit limitations. Certain
\
100bank,

,

varied to quantitatively study the resulting output under
various conditions. The inclusion of the DAQ in the model
represents
a novelmethodofmorecomplete
simulations
of
architecturalparameters,along
with stochastic parameters,
are
tomograph
designs,
and couldproveto be of pivotal
importancein theoptimizationof suchdesigns,

t

i. INTRODUCTION

l

4 ring,
6oo
detectors/ring
24det_tors/bank

Fig. 1 - PEr ScannerBank Structureand Field of View
_60

The DAQ system under study was designed for possible
use with a proposed PET scanner for the University of
Chicago.
Design
ofthescanner
andDAQ ispresently
onhold
i
due to funding uncertaintiesand the desire to explorerecent
ban_
!
!
technologicaldevelopments.
Thispaper
will
focus onlyonthe
i
!
simulation
ofthe primary
DAQ systemarchitecture.Although
!
i
several
other
aspects
oftheDAQ system
including
control,
i
diagnostics,
attenuation
scanfiltering,
and accidental rate
o
banks
measurements
werebriefly
considered,
noneofthemwill
be
o
addressed
inthis
paper.
Soonafter
theDAQ architecture
wasproposed,
itbecame
Fig.
2.BankPair
Combinations
apparent that due to the inherent stochastic processes, a
simulationwas neededto study its behavior.Thesimulationis
Ill. THE DAQ ARCHITECTURE
written using the high level Verilog hardware descriptive
languageusing mostlybehavioralmodels ratherthanstructural
The DAQ systemconsists of 100front-endmodules (re_0
constructs. This enables easy modifications to DAQ to re_99),that correspond to the 100 banks, Each front end
characteristics within the context of probable hardware moduleoutputs a strobe pulse,ds[n], which is carefully timed
limitations without the restraint of dealing with a specific to the event, and a 5 bit detectoraddress,dale_n,that identifies
hardware configuration. However, the ultimate goal of the whichof the 24detectorsin the bankdetectedthe event. Figure
design process is to replace these behavioral models with (3) is a blockdiagramof the DAQsimulationstructurebut to a
models of "real" parts in order to migrate toward pc board certain extent, it parallels the DAQ system architecture. The
design
andsimulation
inaCadence
CAR environment,
front.end
inFigure
(3)isshownasa single
moduledriving
100instances
ofa modulecalled
sbuf.
The sbufmodulei,_
a
If.
SCANNER CHARACTERISTICS
partofthesimulation
onlyforthepurpose
of introducing
timing
skewsandjitter
tos[n]
andde_n.
Its
outputs,
ds[n]
and
Figure (1) shows the geometry of the proposedscanner dale_n,simulatethe actualoutputsthat wouldbeexpected from
which has 2400 detectorsthat are arranged in 4 rings of 600
each. The detectors are divided into 100 banks around the
scanner each containing 24 detectors. The scanner's field of
view (fov) is limited,as shown in Figure (l), by searchingfor
_ __
..................
*Work suppon_ by the Unimd Ststu DoptrtmontofBnwgy

underoontract
No.DE-ACO2-76CHO3_,

a real front end module. Each of the 100 bank circuits,
identified as bank_n, receives ds[n] and dda..n from its
correspondingfront end module plus 41 other strobe pulses,
ds[n+30:n+70], from the other front end modules, Thts
requireseach strobe pulse to be fannedout to 42 bank circuits.
Accurate timing distribution
of the strobe
pulses is by no
means trivial and is a problem addressedin the simulation,

